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[57] ABSTRACT 

A method for determining the position of a data trans
ducer head within one data track of a rotating data 
storage disk within a disk drive includes the steps of: 
providing at least one prerecorded servo sector within 

the data track, the servo sector including first occur
ring servo burst having one longitudinal burst edge 
located substantially congruent with a centerline of 
the one track, and having another longitudinal burst 
edge located substantially congruent with a center
line of a second track adjacent to the one track, and 
second servo burst having longitudinal burst edges 
substantially congruent with the track boundaries of 
the one track. 

detecting the presence of the sector as it passes by the 
data transducer head, 

sampling with the data transducer head and holding 
peak amplitude of the first servo burst, 

sampling with the data transducer head and holding 
peak amplitude of the second servo burst, 

comparing held first burst amplitude with a predeter
mined value to determine if the data transducer head 
has passed over a linear edge portion thereof, and if 
so, determining from the held first burst amplitude 
the position; and if not, determining from the held 
second burst amplitude the position of the data trans
ducer head relative to the one track. 

27 Claims, 9 Drawing Sheets 
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2 1 

EDGE SERVO FOR DISK DRIVE HEAD 
POSITIONER 

servo pattern and the corresponding servo track nomi
nally provided for registering the commonly mounted 
and moved transducer head stack. 

A head position system which may be realized at 
REFERENCE TO SOFTWARE LISTING p A 

microfiche containing a listing of microcode related to 
implementation of the present invention has been filed 

in connection with the application for this patent. 

1. Field of the Invention 

5 lower cost than the dedicated surface closed loop servo 
but which does not employ the cost overhead of the 
servo surface and dedicated transducer/read channel, is 
realized with a head positioner transducer, such as a 
polyphase optical encoder, having a scale tightly cou-

The present invention relates to head position servo 
control systems for disk drive data storage subsystems 
More particularly, the present invention relates to a 
head position measurement method and apparatus for a 
disk drive for determining incremental head position 
within a data track by reference to a selected servo 
burst edge obtained from an embedded servo sector, 
and a servo method and apparatus for making use of the 
edge servo position information. 

10 pied to the head arm assembly. The heads are then 
positioned on the basis of position information fed back 
to the servo control loop from the optical transducer. 
Unfortunately, system tolerances and shifts, typically 
due to thermal changes, inertia, reticle to scale gap 

15 shifts, etc., cause the optical encoder to lose calibration 
with actual head position. 

2. Background of the Invention 

One way of correcting for tolerances of the disk drive 
arising e.g. from thermal shifts, or otherwise, is to 
embed prerecorded servo information on one or more 
of the data storage surfaces, and to retrieve this embed
ded servo information periodically and use it as a posi-
tion correction vernier in order to correct the position 
of the head transducer relative to data track location 
This correction information may be embedded as a 
single servo sector located at an index marker, as was 
done in the commonly assigned U.S Pat. No. 4,396,959, 
now U.S. Reissue Patent No. Re. 32,075 in the case of 
the polyphase optical encoder positioner servo loop. 

Head position control systems for disk drives have 20 
followed many forms. One form employed for low 
track density, low cost disk drives has been a so-called 
"open loop servo" positioner employing a detent-prov
iding actuator, such as a step motor. Concentric data 
track locations are defined by stable positional states or 25 
detents of the step motor. In order to access a particular 
track location, a controller issues step pulses to the step 
motor (usually through current driver circuitry) and the 
step motor rotates one· step of rotation in a controlled 
direction for each pulse received This step rotation is 
then applied to rotate a rotary head positioner or is 
converted into rectilinear motion to move a linear head 
positioner. Open loop servo positioners have most fre
quently been employed in floppy disk drives, and have 
also been employed in some low cost, low capacity 
fixed disk drives, such as the Shugart Associates' 
SAIOOO eight inch disk drive, and the Seagate Technol
ogy ST-506 and ST-412 five and one quarter inch disk 
drives The drawback of the open loop servo head posi
tioner servo is that without any head position feedback 40 
information, the tracks must be spaced sufficiently apart 

30 The disclosure of the referenced Re.32,075 patent is 
hereby incorporated by reference. Or, the information 
may be embedded as one or more servo sectors and used 
in combination with a servo surface as was done by 
IBM in its 62PC eight inch disk file also known in the 

35 industry as the "Piccolo" disk drive, see Robert D. 
Commander et al., "Servo Design for an Eight-Inch 
Disk File" IBM Disk Storage Technology February 1980, 
pp 90-98; also see IBM U.S. Pat. No. 4,072,990 relating 
to this approach. 

in order to accommodate expansion and contraction 
tolerances occurring within the disk drive. 

Still another method for providing head position 
feedback information to a head positioner servo loop is 
to embed servo information in a sufficient number of 
servo sectors interleaved within the data tracks such 
that the servo information may be periodically sampled 
and held, and head position thereupon derived from the 
samples. In an embedded sector servo system, head 
position resolution will depend e.g. upon the number of 
samples provided per rotation and the efficiency with 
which the servo loop can process each sample into a 
correction value for correcting head position A disk 
drive employing an embedded servo head positioner 
servo loop is described in the present inventor's com
monly assigned U.S. Pat. No. 4,669,004, the disclosure 
of which is hereby incorporated by reference. 

A second approach has been to dedicate an entire 
data storage surface of a disk drive to head position 45 
servo information. With this approach, a pattern of 
servo tracks is written very precisely with a servo 
writer apparatus. The disk drive is then outfitted with a 
servo head and a servo information read-only channel 
which operates within a head position servo loop. Dur- 50 
ing head positioning operations, both during seeking 
mode and during track following mode, the servo pat
tern is constantly monitored and provides position feed
back information to the head positioner servo loop. 
Such loop is consequently referred to as a closed-loop 
positioner, and the loop is closed about the servo sur
face and servo read channel. One drawback of the servo 
surface approach is that an entire storage surface must 

55 To be effective, an embedded servo pattern should 

be devoted to servo information, together with a dedi
cated servo transducer head and servo read channel. 60 
Thus, this particular architecture is most applicable to 
disk drives employing four or more stacked data storage 
disks, so that the servo surface is not more than one
eighth of the total storage capacity of the disk drive. 
Another drawback of the servo surface approach is that 65 
over thermal cycles or after mechanical shocks, a posi
tional discrepancy may develop between data recorded 
on a track of a disk other than the disk containing the 

include information identifying the track as unique from 
its neighboring tracks, and the pattern should provide a 
centerline reference as well. The track identification 
number is useful during track seeking operations to 
indicate the radial position of the data transducer head 
relative to the storage surface, and the centerline refer-
ence is useful to center the data transducer head over 
the track centerline during track following operations 
The servo information may include a spatial quadrature 
relationship which may be used to indicate the direction 
of movement of the head transducer relative to the 
tracks during seeking In the referenced '004 patent, four 
non-phase coherent bursts were provided for each 
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servo sector embedded within each data track. These 
bursts provided spatial quadrature as well as track posi
tion information, which was resolved digitally to a 
one-third track pitch level. 

It is known that a head transducer may function as a 5 
very accurate radial position measurement device rela
tive to recorded patterns passing by the head trans
ducer. By this is meant that if the head reads a prere
corded burst pattern, the amplitude of the recovered 
signal will be proportional to the degree of coincidence IO 
radially between the head transducer and the burst 
pattern. If a head is in alignment with the burst, a maxi
mum amplitude is recovered. If only a fraction of the 
burst is encountered by the head, the amplitude of the 
recovered signal will be a fractional amount of full 15 
amplitude which is proportional to the radial displace
ment of the head. If the head misses the burst com
pletely, then no burst amplitude is recovered. 

With modern servo writing techniques, embedded 
sector servo patterns are typically written in multiple, 20 
phase coherent passes of the data transducer head so as 
to record servo data field and centering burst patterns 
which are wider than the electrical width or head gap 
of the data transducer head. This additional servo sector 
width advantageously provides for a suitable guard 25 
band between each data track, the width thereof being 
fixed by the head gap width. However, in this situation, 
a head may be aligned completely with a servo burst, 
but incapable of resolving relative position within a 
dimension by which the radial width of the burst ex- 30 
ceeds the head width. This dimension is in effect a servo 
dead zone. As the head moves throughout the extent of 
the dead zone, the amplitude of the signal recovered 
from the burst will remain substantially invariant. Thus, 
the servo loop experiences a dead band throughout this 35 
range 

The prior art has attempted to accommodate the dead 
band by providing two or four time staggered, radially 
offset bursts having burst edges of a pair of bursts 
aligned with track centerline in each servo sector. The 40 
relative amplitudes of two selected bursts having oppo
site edges in alignment with the centerline of the track 
being followed are then compared to develop a center
line offset error signal However, this prior approach has 
not provided accurate position information when the 45 
head is not in precise alignment between the two radi
ally aligned edges of the time staggered bursts. This 
situation becomes important during track seeking oper
ations and most particularly during a transitional opera
tional phase between track seeking mode and track 50 
following mode, a phase known as track settling. 

4 
wherein the sector servo pattern provides a track num
ber and further provides a plurality of servo burst edges 
within each track enabling measurement of the precise 
location of the head relative to the track and of vernier 
head position control in a manner which overcomes the 
limitations and drawbacks of the prior art. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide 
a servo pattern for a disk drive in which only two servo 
bursts are employed to provide edges during track seek
ing and settling operations, and wherein only two servo 
bursts are employed to provide absolute track center-
line position information during track following opera
tions, and wherein at least one of the bursts is com
monly used during both track seeking and settling 
mode, and track following mode, thereby limiting the 
total number of servo bursts needed to not more than 
three per sector interval. 

A further object of the present invention is to provide 
a burst pattern for a data track servo sector which pro
vides a plurality of burst edges which may be selec
tively quantized digitally and used to provide an abso-
lute head position measurement vernier within the data 
track. 

One more object of the present invention is to pro
vide a burst pattern for a data track servo sector in 
which burst edges are selected by detection of low 
amplitude and high amplitude equivalence points be
tween adjacent bursts. 

Yet one more object of the present invention is to 
provide a disk drive with a plurality of data track zones 
wherein each zone has a number of data sectors and a 
bit transfer rate adapted to optimize bit density radially 
across the data surface and with a plurality of evenly 
spaced servo sectors throughout the radial extent of the 
data storage surface, and wherein the information in the 
servo sectors may be read by the same electronics for 
reading the data patterns. 

Still one more object of the present invention is to 
provide a high capacity, high performance, low access 
time disk drive which uses an embedded sector servo 
pattern adapted to minimize processing time and hard-
ware in order to acquire an absolute position value from 
a servo sector during track seeking and settling opera
tions. 

Yet a further object of the present invention is to 
provide an embedded sector servo pattern optimized to 
a sixteen bit digital processing system within a head 
positioning servo loop of a disk drive. 

Yet one more object of the present invention is to 
provide an absolute position resolving servo loop which 
removes any track number ambiguity otherwise result
ing from hysteresis (i.e. track number preference) char
acteristics of the data channel of the disk drive. 

A still further object of the present invention is to 

One known drawback of the prior art is that the track 
settling phase has required a significant time period, 
thereby effectively extending track access times associ
ated with track seeking. 55 provide a method for controlling head position within a 

disk drive from absolute head position information rela
tive tq adjacent data tracks provided by quantization of 
servo burst edge amplitudes read from burst edges 

Another hitherto unsolved need has remained for a 
more precise servo system which provides more precise 
position information within a full positional linear range 
between the boundaries of each track, thereby enabling 
faster and more precise track settling operations to be 60 
carried out. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION WITH 
OBJECTS 

A general object of the present invention is to pro- 65 
vide a head position servo control system for a high 
capacity fixed disk data storage subsystem employing a 
predetermined plurality of embedded servo sectors 

within embedded servo sectors on a data surface. 
In accordance with the principles of the present in

vention a data storage disk of a high performance, high 
capacity disk drive includes a prerecorded pattern of 
embedded servo sectors prerecorded on a data storage 
surface of a rotating storage disk. The servo sector 
pattern prerecorded for each track is radially wider 
than the radial head gap width of a data transducer head 
associated with the data storage surface leading to a 
position-resolution dead zone within each burst width. 
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6 
The pattern includes for a second concentric data track 
lying between a first track and a third track of a multi
plicity thereof: a) a servo sector address mark field 
including a magnetic flux transition pattern prerecorded 
therein for identifying the start of the servo sector pat- 5 
tern; b) a track number field including a magnetic flux 
transition pattern prerecorded therein for identifying 
the second data track from among the multiplicity 
thereof; c) a first occurring servo burst being prere
corded with a predetermined servo burst magnetic flux JO 
transition pattern and having one longitudinal burst 
edge located substantially congruent with a track cen
terline of the second track, and having another longitu
dinal burst edge located substantially congruent with a 
track centerline of the third track; and, d) second occur- 15 
ring servo bursts being prerecorded with the predeter
mined servo burst magnetic flux transition pattern for 
providing burst edges substantially congruent with 
track boundaries of the second track relative to the first 
track and the third track, the second servo bursts being 20 
recorded entirely within the boundaries of the first 
track and the third track. 

In one aspect of the present invention, the servo sec
tor pattern further comprises for a track following 
servo mode a third occurring servo burst being prere- 25 
corded with the predetermined servo burst magnetic 
flux transition pattern and located spatially as to be 
electrically 180 degrees out of phase with the first oc
curring servo burst such that the third occurring servo 
burst has one longitudinal burst edge located substan- 30 
tially congruent with the track centerline of the second 
track and another longitudinal burst edge located sub
stantially congruent with a track centerline of the first 
track. 

In another aspect of the present invention a method is 35 
provided for determining a digital radial head position 
value within a disk drive including a rotating storage 
disk defining a data storage surface, a data transducer 
head for reading and writing data from and to concen
tric data storage tracks on the storage surface, control 40 
electronics associated with the data transducer head 
and an actuator for moving the head and wherein the 
data tracks include embedded sector servo information. 
In this aspect of the invention, carried out during a seek 
and settle mode, the method comprises the steps of: 45 

reading a track number from a track number field of 
a said embedded sector to determine radial head posi
tion in proximity to circumferential boundaries of a said 
data track identified by the track number, 

determining the amplitude of a first servo burst and 50 
selecting therefrom a circumferential edge from a plu
rality thereof, 

quantizing the amplitude read from the selected burst 
edge as a digital value, 

calculating a fine position vernier value relative to the 55 
said data track based upon the quantized digital value of 
selected burst edge amplitude, and 

adding the fine position vernier value to the track 
number of the said data track thereby to provide the 
digital absolute head position value for the selected 60 
sector. 

As one facet of this aspect of the present invention, 
track crossing rate is measured, and a flag is set if the 
track crossings are occurring at a rate of e.g. five tracks 
or more per servo sample. When the flag is set and 65 
under certain between-track head position circum
stances, only the track number is read from the track 
field and the burst amplitudes are ignored. When the 

flag is not set, the burst edge amplitudes are used to 
resolve any ambiguity otherwise resulting from hystere
sis in the data channel of the disk drive. 

These and other objects, advantages, aspects and 
features of the present invention will be more fully 
understood and appreciated by those skilled in the art 
upon consideration of the following detailed description 
of a preferred embodiment, presented in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the Drawing: 
FIG. 1 is a diagram ofa prerecorded embedded servo 

sector pattern for a disk drive in accordance with the 
principles of the present invention, the pattern being 
repeated on a data storage surface of a rotating disk in a 
disk drive and including A/B/C servo bursts wherein 
the A and B bursts form an edge servo for track seeking 
and settling and wherein the A and C bursts form a 
track following servo pattern. 

FIGS. 2A and 2B are diagrams illustrating edge servo 
arrangement in accordance with the present invention 
by graphing relative amplitudes of the A/B servo burst 
pattern in spatial quadrature as a function of radial posi
tion of a data transducer head on the disk surface. 

FIG. 3 is a graph of one example of quantization 
values for a servo burst edge in relation to radial posi
tion of the data transducer head. 

FIG. 4A is an overall, top-down control program 
flowchart for a portion of the microprocessor control 
program for determining absolute track position from a 
selected burst edge in accordance with the principles of 
the present invention. 

FIGS. 4B through 4G comprise flowcharts of sub
routines called from the FIG. 4A main routine. 

FIG. 5 is a block dfagram of a disk drive incorporat
ing a rotating storage disk having the FIG. 1 prere
corded embedded servo sector pattern. 

FIG. 6 is a plan view graph of a data surface of the 
FIG. 5 rotating storage disk, illustrating eight data sec
tor zones ZO-Z7 having respectively different data 
transfer rates and commonly aligned servo sectors 
throughout the data storage space of the FIG. 5 disk 
drive. 

FIG. 7 is a diagram of a segment of a data track in
cluding data sectors and embedded servo sectors. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

With reference to FIG. 1 a prerecorded servo sector 
pattern is provided for controlling head positioning 
within a disk drive. The disk drive may be of the floppy, 
or removable media type, or, more preferably it may be 
a fixed disk drive 100 (see FIG. 5) wherein data storage 
disks 14 are fixed to a spindle hub within an enclosed 
head and disk assembly. The sector pattern depicted in 
FIG. 1 is embedded within concentric data storage 
tracks of a disk surface, meaning that the· sector pattern 
periodically interrupts the data storage area of each 
data track in order to provide absolute positional infor
mation, via a data transducer head 102 associated with 
the particular data storage surface, to control circuitry 
of the disk drive 100 comprising a head position servo 
loop. 

The servo sector pattern depicted in FIG. 1 passes by 
the data transducer head 102 and is read during a servo 
sector interval denoted by the reference numeral 10. 
Servo data is sampled and held for processing by the 
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control circuitry. The servo sector is read during track whether it be track seeking, track settling or track fol-
seeking operations, i.e., when the data transducer head lowing. 
102 is being moved from one radial track location to The AGC field 16 is prerecorded with a 3T repeating 
another radial track location; it is also read during track pattern (lOOs), which are repeated 24 times. The 3T 
settling operations, i.e., when a destination track center- 5 pattern is further to be understood as a positive (or 
line is being approached by the data transducer head negative) going flux reversal pulse, followed by two 
102; and, it is read during track following operations, non-active time periods (T periods of no flux transi-
i.e., when the data transducer 102 is following the cen- tions). The next 3T pattern is a negative (or positive) 
terline of a data storage track and is in position for going flux reversal also followed by two non-active T 
reading or writing user data to and from data storage 10 periods during which there are no flux transitions or 
portions of the track being followed. reversals associated with the disk data surface 12. The 

The servo sector interval duration is marked in terms AGC field 16 is therefore used to adjust the gain of 
of "T" periods wherein T is a basic clock cycle period drive read channel electronics 106 and 110 to a prede-
of 62.5 nanoseconds (repeating at 16 MHz) The servo termined reference value prior to reading the burst 
sector interval 10 has a nominal duration of 386T 15 amplitude of the servo bursts 28, 32 and 36 as will be 
(24.125 microseconds), and preferably there are 52 sec- hereinafter explained. In this manner there is no need to 
tor intervals 10 prerecorded in each concentric data calculate an AGC value as has been previously required 
track on each data surface 12 of one or more of the for each track location in accordance with the burst 
rotating data storage disks 14 of the disk drive 100. The amplitude relations: (A-C)/(A+C), for example. 
servo sectors 10 are equally spaced apart and interrupt 20 It should be noted that the 3T pattern in the AGC 
the multiple-zoned data tracks at fixed intervals as field 16 is phase coherent from track to track through-
shown in FIG. 5 and discussed hereinafter. out the radial extent of each sector 10 and is used to 

Each servo sector interval 10 is prerecorded with the calibrate and normalize the gain characteristics of the 
data transducer head 102 which is precisely positioned 

25 
read channel electronics associated with the data trans-

during servo writing with the aid of a servo writer, such ducer head 102, so that the AGC field 16 creates an 
as the one described in commonly assigned U.S. Pat. electrical signal of known amplitude. During seeking, 
No. 4,920,442, for example. FIG. 1 illustrates a portion the read channel data amplitudes tend to vary. There-
of the sector 10 for four adjacent concentric data tracks, fore, having a known AGC value for a servo sector 
e.g. tracks n -1, n, n +and n + 2, etc., it being under- 30 interval 10 is especially useful during track seeking and 
stood that a beginning track number n=O lies at a radi- settling mode. 
ally outermost region of the data storage disk 14, and The servo sync field 18 is a 3T pattern which is re-
that the highest track number, e.g. n = 2000, lies at a peated 6 times, for a duration of 1.13 microseconds. The 
radially innermost region of the data storage disk 14. servo sync field 18 is also phase coherent from track to 
While the FIG. 1 servo sector graph is drawn in recti- 35 track throughout the radial extent of the sector 10. The 
linear format, it will be understood by those skilled in servo sync field 18 enables a master state machine lo-
the art that actually each track and its embedded servo cated within the servo control circuit 130 to detect that 
sectors follow the locus of a circle, as more accurately a servo sector is presently being read and to set up 
shown in FIG. 6. timing windows for subsequent fields within the servo 

Also, each servo sector interval 10 has a width 40 sector, including particularly the servo address mark 
greater than the head width of the data transducer 102 field. This approach avoids the need to use the phase 
thereby to establish guard bands. In order that the servo locked loop 114 to set up timing for marking boundaries 
information be written in the radially wider servo sector of the servo sector fields. 
interval 10, multiple passes are made over the interval The servo address mark field 20 sets forth a servo 
by the head 102 while phase coherent servo writing 45 address value which is intentionally designed to violate 
currents are selectively transduced by the head 102 into a run length limited data encoding pattern otherwise 
the magnetic media coating of the disk surface. As al- present in all of the data zones for the data values which 
ready noted, the greater servo burst width results in a are recorded and read back by the disk drive 100. The 
saturated-amplitude-level dead zone DZ (see FIG. 2B) disk drive 100 preferably employs a 1,7 run length lim-
within each burst through which the head 102 is unable 50 ited data encoding scheme, which means that the mini-
to determine position based upon that burst. mum number of zeros between ones is one, and that the 

As prerecorded by the servowriter apparatus, each maximum number of zeros between ones is seven. The 
servo sector interval 10 preferably includes an AGC servo address mark field 20 is prerecorded e.g. with a 
field 16, a servo sync field 18, a servo address mark field twice repeating pattern of 14T, i.e. lCXXlOOOOOOOOOO (a 
20, an index bit field 22, a track number field 24, a first 55 flux transition followed by 13 non-active T periods). 
DC erase gap 26, a first servo burst field 28 labelled "A" After the 2X14T pattern, a nine-bit servo data zero 
burst, a second DC erase gap 30, a second burst field 32 pattern is read. This servo data zero pattern, i.e. 10 000 
labelled "B" burst, a third DC erase gap 34, a third burst 010 0, is decoded by the servo loop as a binary zero. The 
field 36 labelled "C" burst, and a fourth DC erase gap servo address mark indicates to the data separator that 
38. The track number field 24 and the A and B burst 60 the information immediately following in time corn-
fields 28 and 32 are used to provide absolute head posi- prises servo position information (as opposed to user 
tion during track seeking and settling operational mode, data or other information). 
and the A and C burst fields 28 and 36 are used to pro- Disk position (rotation) information is provided from 
vide absolute head position information during track the index field 22. lfthe sector 10 is the first servo sector 
following operational mode. In this manner, to be ex- 65 of the 52 servo sectors within the concentric data track 
plained in greater detail hereinafter, only two time stag- pattern, a prerecorded nine bit servo data one pattern, 
gered servo burst fields are required for absolute head i.e. 10 010 000 0, is read out to provide a once per revo-
position information during each operational phase, lution index marker. If the sector 10 is not the first 
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sector, then the index field 22 is prerecorded with a nine 
bit zero value. 

The track number field 24 is prerecorded with sixteen 
servo data bits, each comprising 9T periods, in accor
dance with a Gray code format. For example, for a 5 
binary track number ofOOA(hex), the Gray code format 
will be OOF(hex). Thus, the pattern encoded in the track 
number field 24 for a Gray coded track address of 
OOF(hex) will be: 10 000 010 O 10 000 010 0 10 000 010 
0 10 000 010 0 (first zero); 10 000 010 0 10 000 010 0 10 10 
0000100 lOOOOOlOO(second zero); 10010000010010 
000 0 10 010 000 0 10 010 000 0 (F value). This pattern 
is consistent with the 1,7 run length limited data encod
ing pattern, and it is also consistent with a 3T pattern 
which limits the minimum time for flux transitions (ones 15 
between zeros) to occur not more frequently than once 
every third clock cycle. This limitation ensures that the 
servo track number will be reliably readable even 
though data may be recorded at a higher transfer rate 
(2T) in some data zones, which marks the bandwidth 20 
limit of the read channel of the disk drive 100. 

The DC erase gaps 26, 30, 34 and 38 respectively 
separate the track number fields 24 from the time stag
gered, radialJy offset A, B and C bursts 28, 32 and 36, 
and from the beginning or resumption of the data track 25 
40. The A, B and C bursts are each recorded with a 3T 
pattern repeated twelve times. Each A burst straddles 
alternate track boundaries between two adjacent tracks, 
e.g. the tracks n-2 and n-1, n and n+l, and n+2 and 
N +3. Thus, alternate circumferential edges of the A 30 
bursts are aligned with the track centerlines of every 
data track. 

As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the B bursts are circum
ferentially offset (i.e., follow in time or "time stag
gered") with respect to the A bursts and are radially 35 
offset so that their relative amplitudes are in electrical 
quadrature with A burst amplitudes, as well. By "quad
rature" is further meant that each B burst is offset by 
one quarter track pitch from each A burst. By way of 
further explanation, if there are 360 degrees between 40 
centerlines of adjacent tracks, the B burst is radially 
offset by 90 degrees from the A burst. Each B burst 
straddles an even track, e.g. tracks n-2, n, and n+2. so 
that the circumferential edges of each B burst are sub
stantially aligned with the track boundaries of the track 45 
being staggered, and of the two adjacent odd tracks as 
well. 

With reference to FIG. 2A, it will be apparent that 
the radial width of the head gap of the head 102 is less 
than the nominal width of each data track. This ar- 50 
rangement conventionally provides a margin or guard 
band between each track to minimize crosstalk from 
track to track and consequent data errors. As already 
noted, this arrangement further results in a dead zone 
DZ within each burst in which the head is incapable of 55 
resolving its position. 

FIG. 2A depicts a portion of the disk 12 containing a 
servo sector interval 10. The vertical arrow illustrates 
relative rotational movement of the disk 12 relative to 
the head 102. FIG. 2B depicts electrical amplitude 60 
waveforms of signals read from the A and B bursts as a 
function of radial displacement of the head 102. The 
saturation level dead zones within each burst' amplitude 
are labelled DZ in FIG. 2B. 

As the data transducer head 102 moves across a cir- 65 
cumferential edge of an A or a B burst, an amplitude 
value will be obtained which is proportional to radial 
displacement of the head 102 relative to the burst edge. 

10 
The amplitude values define fairly linear diagonal 
waveforms as graphed in FIG. 2B, with the amplitude 
of the A burst graphed as a solid line 40, and with the 
amplitude of the B burst graphed as a dotted line 42. 
Each line is similar to the other and is offset by 90 de
grees in phase (quadrature). The horizontal segments 
mark the dead zones DZ in which radial displacement 
of the head 102 will result in no change in burst ampli
tude level. The diagonal segments mark radial positions 
of the head 102 in which amplitude is proportional to 
radial displacement. The diagonal segments reverse in 
sense as the head traverses the disk surface 12 from an 
outside diameter (OD) to an inside diameter (ID). 

By inspection of FIG. 2B it is apparent that there are 
no radial positions which are not defined by a circum
ferential burst edge providing linear head position feed
back, and that the transitions between edges lie between 
track boundaries and track centerlines (denoted by su
perimposed "C" and "L" in FIG. 2A). Thus, a servo 
burst edge may be selected and quantized in order to 
provide an incremental, linear position value which can 
be added to the track number read from the track num
ber field 24 thereby to provide an absolute head position 
at a particular sector 10 which is particularly valuable 
during the track seeking and settling mode of the disk 
drive head positioning operations. 

For example, when the data transducer head 102 is 
following the centerline of track n-2, (denoted by the 
reference numeral 102a in FIG. 2) half of the head 
width passes over the A burst 28 and half passes over a 
DC erased area not containing any flux transitions. This 
condition results in a half amplitude value along an A 
burst diagonal edge 40 that slopes upwardly with radial 
position of the head 102. 

With the head in the radial position denoted by the 
reference numeral 102b in FIG. 2A, a minimum ampli
tude equivalence point A=BLo is sensed. This position 
is one quarter track pitch radially outwardly of center
line of the track n -1 (and is also three quarters of a 
track pitch radialJy inwardly of centerline of the track 
n-2). In this position, the head 102 intercepts only a 
small segment of the A burst 28 and a like small segment 
of the B burst 32. 

With the head in the radial position denoted by the 
reference numeral 102c in FIG. 2A, a maximum ampli
tude equivalence point A= BHi is sensed. This position 
is one quarter track pitch radially outwardly of center
line of the track n-2. In this position, the head 102 
intercepts equal major segments of the A burst 28 and 
the B burst 32. With the head in the radial position 
denoted by the reference numeral 102d (straddling the 
track boundary between tracks n - 2 and n -1 for exam
ple) a point is located in the center of a slope segment of 
the B burst graph 42. 

Each diagonal slope or edge is preferably quantized 
at a resolution of 1/32nd (25) increments. For any track 
n, there are portions of three diagonal edges of A and B 
bursts which are available to be selected for amplitude 
quantization. It will be apparent by inspection of FIG. 
2B that a position offset from centerline of the closest 
track read during the track number field time can be 
calculated and added to the track number so read. The 
combination of the A and B servo bursts arranged as 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2A, for example, therefore pro
vides at least one servo edge capable of being followed 
by the data transducer 102. In operation, explained 
hereinafter in conjunction with the FIG. 4 flowcharts, 
one of the three available edges within each data track 
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is selected, and the proportional amplitude of the burst 
associated with the edge quantified in order to provide 
an absolute position value for vernier adjustment of 
head position to nominal track centerline. 

12 
A=BHi and A=BLo values calculated for a represen
tative track. 

Even if the data transducer head 102 passes directly 
over a track boundary separating two adjacent tracks, 
such as the head position graphed at 102D in FIG. 2A 
wherein the head is straddling the boundary between 
the tracks n -2 and n -1, only one track number will be 
read from the data track field 24. This selectivity is due 
to the nature of the pulse detector 110 which decodes 
only alternating flux transitions. The second flux transi
tion in the same direction occurring without a reverse 
flux transition is ignored by the pulse detector 110. 

Thus, even though both track numbers are read with 
equal amplitudes, only the track number having a first 

The switchpoints 46 mark locations at which switch- 5 
over occurs from one linear slope portion of one of the 
bursts, such as the A burst 28, is made to the linear slope 
portion of the adjacent other burst, such as the B burst 
32. Advantageously, each switchpoint occurs at a radial 
position which is offset each side of track centerline by 10 
one quarter of a track. This arrangement means that any 
transients or other disruptions occurring from switch
ing between servo burst circumferential edges occurs 
away from track centerline, when a stable, undisturbed 
servo reference is needed during track following. 

While the C burst 36 is depicted in FIGS. 1 and 2, it 
should be understood that the C burst 36 is not used in 
the edge servo position vernier mode, and is preferably 
used during track following only because it is very 
accurate and robust. The A/C burst pattern is conven- 20 
tional and enables each data track centerline to be 
marked by equal A and C burst amplitudes. While the C 
burst 36 is presently preferably included within each of 
the servo sector patterns 10 in each track for track 
following operations, the C burst 36 may be provided in 25 
alternate ways; or it may be omitted, with track center
line following mode based upon the H burst edge alone. 

15 occurring flux transition in a bit position will be recog
nized. Consequently, it will be apparent to those skilled 
in the art that if a calibration operation is periodically 
carried out wherein the high amplitude equivalence 

The C burst may be included with the A burst in one 
or more selected calibration tracks, such as an outer 
calibration track, a middle calibration track, and/or an 30 
inner calibration track, for example. In this arrange
ment, the A/C burst common edge at a centerline 
would be followed to calibrate the circuitry used during 
following of a particular edge during track following 
operations. 35 

Conventionally, the C burst is positioned to be radi
ally offset by 180 degrees from each A burst. Thus, a 
head following a data track centerline will obtain a half 
amplitude value from the A burst (radial and circumfer
ential position 102a in FIG. 2A), and it will then obtain 40 
a half amplitude value from the C burst (radial and 
circumferential position 102e in FIG. 2A), as was de
scribed in the referenced U.S. Reissue Pat. No. 
Re.32,075 noted above. 

With reference to FIG. 3, each diagonal slope of the 45 
waveforms 40 and 42 between the A=BHi point and 
the A= BLo point may be quantified into one of e.g. 32 
amplitude values. These values are digitized and may 
then be added as a five bit, low bit position vernier to 
the eleven bit, upper bit position digital track number 50 
read from the track number field 24. In one example, the 
high equivalence point A=BHi quantizes at CO (hex), 
the low equivalence point A=BLo quantizes at 40 
(hex), and a centerline midpoint on the edge quantizes at 
80 (hex). The slope of the edge 40 is determined during 55 
a recalibration routine and has the following formula: 

SLP (256°16)/((A = BH1) - (A = BLq)] 

256°delta y/delta x, 

where delta x is the change in amplitude between 
A= BHi point and A= BLo point as a function of radial 
displacement y of the head along a particular edge. 

60 

A representative slope is calculated during a recali- 65 
bration operation which is performed when the drive is 
powered up and also periodically as needed during 
pauses in other data transfer operations. Also, the 

points 42 and the low amplitude equivalence points 44 
are sensed, and the position of the head transducer 102 
set to one quarter track pitch outwardly from even 
track centerline and odd track centerline respectively, 
the A burst edge 28 will thereupon become calibrated 
such that a midpoint quantization value 16 will in fact 
correspond to track centerline. 

Returning for a moment to FIG. 2B, it will be noted 
that four servo burst edge phases have been assigned 
within a complete cycle of the A and B burst ampli-
tudes. In phase EA the A burst edge 40 is used within 
even tracks, and in phase OA the A burst edge 40 is used 
within odd tracks. In phase EB and phase OB, the B 
burst edge 42 is used. The other edge segments are more 
complicated and are divided into halves, selected by 
available B burst edge and whether an odd track num
ber or an even track number has been read. 

In this regard it is important to note that the read data 
channel may manifest a hysteresis characteristic in such 
a manner than one track number may be read, even 
though the head 102 is presently located mostly within 
an adjacent track. This preference to a particular head 
number stems from the fact that certain flux transitions 
denoting the one track number occur before the flux 
transitions denoting the adjacent track number. Once a 
bit position becomes set, it remains set and thereby 
misses the later occurring (and stronger) flux transition 
designating the track over which the head is mostly 
positioned. As will be explained hereinafter, a method is 
provided, based on relative A/B burst amplitudes, for 
overcoming this track number error based on hystere
sis. 

Returning to the discussion of FIG. 2B, an edge phase 
EB-B >A extends from the switch point 46 to the edge 
of the even track, and an edge phase OB_B >A extends 
from the edge of the even track to the low amplitude 
level equivalence point (A=BLo). An edge phase 
OB-A> B extends from a switch point 46 to the bound-
ary between the odd and even tracks, and an edge phase 
EB-A> B extends from the track boundary to the high 
amplitude level equivalence point (A=BHi). 

FIGS. 4A through 4G set forth an overall flowchart 
which illustrates a method for calculating an absolute 
position within the boundaries of each track to a resolu
tion of a thirty second of a track pitch. In order to make 
the calculation of track pitch vernier, it is necessary to 
determine which phase (edge) is applicable, and then to 
obtain necessary amplitude measurements and pre-
stored values in order to carry out the determination of 
the track pitch vernier. 
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Before discussing the details of the method, it should 

be observed that the method is preferably implemented 
within a control program executed by a drive mi
crocontroller 140 of the disk drive 100. The microcon
troller 140 preferably includes a sixteen bit microcon- 5 
trailer, such as type 78322 made by NEC Corporation, 
or equivalent. In this approach, the track number read 
from the track number field 24 is assigned to eleven 
most significant bits of the sixteen bit track position 
number. The five lower bits are provided as one of 32 10 
possible positional increments per track as depicted in 
FIG. 3. When the track number is read from the track 
number field 24, the eleven bits are loaded into the 
eleven high bit positions of the sixteen bit position regis
ter, and the lower five bits are preloaded with a numeri- 15 
cal value of 16, which corresponds to the nominal track 
centerline quantization value. All of the adjustments 
provided by the subroutines depicted in FIGS. 4B 
through 4G adjust the preloaded numerical value to a 
corrected value. The FIGS. 4A through 4G flowcharts 20 
are drawn in top-down format, meaning that the se
quence progresses from top to bottom of each flow
chart. 

In order to remove the positional ambiguity which 
may stem from certain track numbers due to read chan- 25 
nel threshold characteristics and resultant hysteresis 
and possible errors in the track number, a favor track 
number flag FVR_ TK is set during the seek routine. 
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the track 
number actually recovered from the read channel may 30 
not be the closest track to the head, due to read channel 
hysteresis characteristics. If, as is presently preferred, 
five or more tracks are being crossed between each 
servo sector interval sampled, the favor track flag 
FVR_ TK is set to a one. This denotes a high speed 35 
portion of a seek operation at which the track numbers 
read from the track number fields 24 are used in lieu of 
some of the B burst edge information lying at the transi
tion between adjacent track boundaries. If Jess than five 
tracks are being crossed between each servo sector 40 
interval sampled, the favor track flag FVR_ TK is set to 
zero. This denotes a low speed head movement phase, 
as in settling, and in this phase, between-track servo 
burst edges are preferred to the track number for deter
mining exact position of the head transducer 102. The 45 
routines to set and clear the favor track flag are con
tained within the servo interrupt service routine which 

equivalence point (A=BHi) and the low equivalence 
point (A=BLo). If so, an even track, A burst (EA) 
subroutine 57 (FIG. 4C) is called. This subroutine 57 
uses an A burst edge and it is executed until a done node 
58 is reached. 

If A burst amplitude does not lie between the high 
and low equivalence points, as tested at the node 56, the 
only remaining possibility is that A burst amplitude is 
greater than the high equivalence point (A=BHi) and 
in this event an even track, A burst greater than B burst 
(EB-A>B) subroutine 59 (FIG. 4D) is called. This 
subroutine 59 employs a B burst edge. The subroutine 
59 is executed until a done node 60 is reached. 

Returning to the odd track/even track logical node 
52, if an odd track is determined to be present, a logical 
node 62 tests whether A burst amplitude is less than the 
low equivalence point (A=BLo). Ifso, an odd track, A 
burst greater than B burst (OB-A>B) subroutine 63 
(FIG. 4E) is called. This subroutine 63 employs a B 
burst edge and is executed until a done node 64 is 
reached. If not, a logical node 65 determines whether A 
burst amplitude lies between the high and low equiva
lence points. If so, an odd track, A burst edge (QA) 
subroutine 66 (FIG. 4F) is executed until a done node 67 
is reached. The only remaining possibility is that A 
burst amplitude is greater than the high equivalence 
point (A=BHi). In this case an odd track, B burst 
greater than A burst (QB_B>A) subroutine 68 (FIG. 
4G) is executed, using a B burst edge. This subroutine 
continues until a done node 69 is reached. 

FIG. 4B sets forth the subroutine 54 for calculating 
the position vernier if the head 102 is located in the 
EB_B >A edge phase segment. A start node 200 begins 
this subroutine. The amplitude of the B burst edge is 
obtained at a step 201. At a step 202, the low equiva
lence value (A=BLo) is subtracted from the measured 
B amplitude to obtain a difference value DIFF. The 
difference value DIFF is multiplied by the slope value 
SLP at a step 203 and the resultant product equals a 
number NUM. A logical node 204 tests whether the 
number NUM is less than 8. If so, a logical node 205 
then determines whether the favor track flag is set to 
one. If so, 15 is added to the actual track number (cen
tered with a preset to 16) ACT_ TK at a step 206 and 
execution then reaches a done node 207. If the favor 
track flag is zero, meaning that burst edge is favored 
over track number, the slope value NUM is subtracted 
from the actual track number ACT TK in a node 208 
and a node 209 adds 23 to the resultant difference. A 

is executed periodically by the microprocessor in syn
chronism with passage of the head 102 over each servo 
sector interval 10. 50 done node 209 is then reached. 

Turning now to FIG. 4A, a start node 50 is entered at 
servo time by the microcontroller 140 on a servo inter
rupt service routine basis. The track number is read 
from the track number field 24 of the sector 10 and 
entered into a register at a step 51. A logical node 52 55 
determines whether the track number identifies an odd 
track or an even track. 

If an even track is identified by the track number, 
program flow progresses to a logical node 53 which 
tests whether the A burst amplitude is less than the low 60 
equivalence point (A= BLo ). If so, an even track, B 
burst greater than A burst (EB-B>A) subroutine 54 
(FIG. 4B) is called. In execution of this subroutine the B 
burst edge is the operative edge. This subroutine 54 is 
executed until done, as indicated at the done node 55. If 65 
the logical node 53 determines that A was not Jess than 
the low equivalence point (A=BLo), a logical node 56 
tests whether A burst amplitude lies between the high 

If the logical node 204 determines that the number is 
not Jess than 8, a logical node 211 determines whether 
the, number NUM is greater than a value of 15. If so, a 
value of 8 is added to the actual track number AC
T-TK at a step 212, and a done node 213 is then 
reached. 

If the logical node 211 determines that the number 
"NUM is not greater than 15, meaning that NUM lies in 
a range between 8 and 15, a step 21 subtracts the slope 
value NUM from the actual track number ACT-TK, a 
step 215 adds a value of 23 to the resultant sum to obtain 
the final position correction value, and a done node 216 
is reached. This completes the discussion of the 
EB_B>A edge subroutine 54 depicted in FIG. 4B. 

FIG. 4C sets forth the subroutine 57 for the EA edge 
phase subroutine 57. A start node 220 leads to a step 221 
at which the low equivalence value (A-BLo) is sub
tracted from A burst amplitude in order to obtain a 
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difference value DIFF. The difference value is then 
multiplied by the slope value SLP at a step 222 to 
achieve a number value NUM. A logical node 223 then 
tests whether the number value NUM is greater than a 
value of 15. If so, a value of 8 is then subtracted from the 5 
actual track number ACT_ TK at a step 224, and a done 
node 225 is reached. 

If the logical node 223 determines that the number 
NUM is less than 15, a step 226 subtracts the number 
NUM from the resultant difference at a step 227 to 10 
complete the determination of precise position; and, a 
done node 228 is then reached. The case of the number 
value NUM being less than zero should never occur, 
and no provision is therefore made to test for that possi
bility. This completes the discussion of the EA subrou- 15 
tine depicted in FIG. 4C. 

Referring to FIG. 4D, the subroutine for the 
EB_A > B edge subroutine 59 begins at a start step 230 
and leads to a step 231 at which the B burst edge ampli
tude is obtained The low equivalence point value (A+- 20 
BLo) is then subtracted from measured B amplitude to 
obtain a difference value DIFF at a step 232. The differ
ence value DIFF is then multiplied by the slope value 
SLP at a step 233 to obtain a slope number value NUM. 
A logical node 234 then determines whether the number 25 
value NUM is less than 8. 

If so, a logical node 235 tests whether the favor track 
flag FVR_ TK is set. If so, a value of 16 is subtracted 
from the actual track number ACT_ TK at a step 236 
and a done node 237 is reached. If the favor track flag 30 
FVR_ TK is not set, meaning that burst edge is pre
ferred over track number, the numerical slope value 
NUM is added to the actual track number ACT_ TK at 
a step 238, and a value of 24 is subtracted from the 
resultant sum at a step 239 to obtain actual track posi- 35 
tion. A done node 240 is then reached. 

If the number value is not less than 8 as tested at the 
node 234, a second logical node 241 tests to see if the 
number value NUM is greater than 15. If so, a step 242 
subtracts a value of 9 from the actual track number 40 
ACT_ TK, and a done node 243 is reached. If not, the 
number value NUM is added to the actual track value 
ACT_ TK at a step 244, and a value of 24 is subtracted 
from the resultant sum at a step 245. A done node 246 is 
then reached. This completes the discussion of the 45 
EB-A>B edge subroutine 59. 

Referring to FIG. 4E, the OB_A>B edge subrou
tine 63 begins at a start node 250. B burst edge ampli
tude is obtained at a step 251, and the low equivalence 
value A=BLo is subtracted from B burst amplitude at a 50 
step 252 to obtain a difference value DIFF. The differ
ence value DIFF is then multiplied by the slope value 
SLP at a step 253 to obtain a number value NUM. A 
logical node 254 then tests whether the difference is less 
than zero. If so, a value of 8 is added to the actual track 55 
number ACT_ TK at a step 255, and a done node 256 is 
reached. 

If not, meaning that the number value is greater than 
zero as tested at the node 254, a logical node 257 tests to 
see if the number value NUM is greater than 7. If so, a 60 
further logical node 258 determines if the favor track 
flag FVR_ TK is set. If so, a step 259 adds a value of 15 
to the actual track number ACT_ TK, and a done node 
260 is reached. If not, meaning that the burst edge is to 
be used in preference to the track number, the slope 65 
number value NUM is added to the actual track value at 
a step 261, and a value of 8 is added to the resultant sum 
at a step 262. A done node 263 is then reached. 

If the number value NUM lies between zero and 7, as 
tested at the node 257, the number value NUM is added 
to the actual track number at a step 264, and a value of 
8 is added to the resultant sum at a node 265. A done 
node 266 is then reached. This completes the discussion 
of the OB-A>B edge subroutine 63 depicted in FIG. 
4E. 

With reference to FIG. 4F, the OA edge subroutine 
67 begins at a start node 270 and progresses to a node 
271 at which the low equivalence value (A=BLo) is 
subtracted from A burst amplitude to yield a difference 
value DIFF. The difference value DIFF is then multi
plied by the slope value SLP at a step 272 to yield a 
number value NUM. A logical node 273 tests whether 
the number value NUM is greater than 15. If so, a step 
274 adds a value of 7 to the actual track number AC
T-TK, and a done node 275 is then reached. 

If the number value NUM is less than 15 as tested at 
the node 273, a step 276 adds the number value NUM to 
the actual track value ACT_ TK and a value of 8 is 
subtracted from the resultant sum at a step 277. A done 
node 278 is then reached. The number value NUM 
should never be less than zero in this particular A burst 
edge phase subroutine 57. This completes the discussion 
of the OA edge subroutine depicted in FIG. 4F. 

With reference to FIG. 4G the OB13 B>A edge 
phase subroutine 68 begins at a start node 280 and pro
gresses to a step 281 at which the B burst edge ampli
tude is obtained. Measured B burst edge amplitude is 
then subtracted from the low equivalence value (A=
BLo) to yield a difference value DIFF at a step 282. 
The difference value DIFF is then multiplied by the 
slope value SLP at a step 283 to produce a number 
value NUM. A logical node 284 tests whether the num
ber value NUM is less than zero. If so, a step 285 sub
tracts a value of 9 from the actual track number AC
T -TK, and a done node 286 is reached. 

If the number value NUM is not less than zero, it is 
checked at a logical node 287 to see if it is above the 
value of 7. If so, a logical node 288 then checks to see if 
the favor track flag FVR TK is set. If so, a node 289 
subtracts a value of 16 from the actual track number 
ACT_ TK, and a done node 290 is reached. If the favor 
track flag is not set, meaning that burst amplitude is 
preferred over track number, a node 291 subtracts the 
numerical value NUM from the actual track number 
ACT_ TK. A step 292 then subtracts a value of 9 from 
the resultant sum, and a done node 293 is reached. 

If the numerical value NUM lies between zero and 7, 
as tested at the node 287, a step 294 subtracts the num
ber value NUM from the actual track number AC
T-TK, and a step 295 then subtracts a value of 9 from 
the resultant difference to produce the edge value for 
the particular track number. A done node 296 is then 
reached. This completes the discussion of the OB13 
B>A subroutine 68 depicted in FIG. 4G. 
W~en the process depicted in FIG. 4A is completed, 

a complete 16 bit track location number is available to 
be subtracted by the microcontroller 140 from a destina
tion track number in order to know the distance to the 
desired track location during the seeking operation. The 
desired track location 16 bit value is always set to in
clude the centerline position thereof in the lower five bit 
positions. 

With reference to FIG. 5, the drive 100 includes one 
or more commonly journalled disks 14 which are ro
tated at a predetermined angular velocity, such as 3600 
rpm, by a spindle motor 13, such as a brushless DC 
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spindle motor directly mounted to rotate the disk spin
dle and disks 12. 

Each data surface has a respective data transducer 
head associated therewith. One disk surface 12 has the 
head 102 associated therewith, and an opposite major 5 
surface of the disk has the head 103 associated there
with, as shown in FIG. 5. The data transducer heads 
102 and 103 are mounted to a head positioner structure 
104, via a suitable load beam structure. For low power 
applications, the inverted flange load beam and loading 10 
tab arrangement described in commonly assigned, co
pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 07,/491,748, 
filed on Mar. 12, 1990, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,027,241 is 
presently preferred, the disclosure thereof being ex
pressly incorporated herein by reference at this portion 15 
of the specification. 

The head positioner structure is preferably of an in
line, mass balanced rotary actuator type, such as the 
actuator shown in the referenced '004 patent. An actua
tor rotary voice coil motor 106 translates electrical 20 
drive current into displacement force for positioning 
the heads 102 and 103 from track to track during track 
seeking operations and for maintaining the heads 102 
and 103 over desired data track locations during track 
following operations. 25 

All information recorded on the disk surface 12 is 

blocks into and from predetermined storage locations 
within data sectors on the storage surfaces 12 and tem
porary storage of the user data blocks in a buffer mem
ory 156. A microcontroller interface 128 enables the 
chip 120 to be controlled directly by the microcon
troller 140. 

A servo control circuit 130 is also included in the chip 
120 and it provides AGC timing window values to 
control the AGC amplifier within the pulse detector 
110, and it generates the appropriate timing signals to 
control the peak detector 112 in order to sample and 
hold the A burst and B burst amplitudes during seeking 
and settling mode, and optionally to sample and hold 
the C burst amplitude during track following mode. 
The control circuit 120 monitors the bit stream coming 
from the pulse detector 110 during a servo sector inter
val 10 and quickly synchronizes to the servo address 
mark 20 after the AGC field 16, so that the servo con
trol circuit 130 may thereafter generate and put out 
control windows for separating the various servo fields 
16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 28, 32 and 36 within the servo sector 
interval 10 following the address mark field 20. The 
servo control circuit 130 further generates a burst ready 
signal and puts it out over a line 133 to control burst 
amplitudes conversion by the A to D converter 142 of 
the microcontroller 140. It also generates and puts out 

read by the transducer 102, including servo information an interrupt signal over a line 131 to interrupt program 
in the servo sectors 10, and user data in user data sectors execution by the microcontroller during servo time. 
as shown in FIG. 6. A read channel preamplifier and The circuit 120 also includes a pulse width modulator 
write driver 106 preamplifies the minute electrical sig- 30 132 which puts~ out pulses of varying width or duty 
nals transduced from the recorded flux transitions dur- cycle to a servo loop low pass filter 134 which converts 
ing reading and amplifies the driving current for writing these control pulses into smoothed driving currents 
data to the disk surface during data writing operations. which are supplied to a servo driver circuit 136. The 
The circuit 106 also selects which head will be writing servo driver circuit 136 drives the rotary voice coil 
to the disk surfaces 12. 35 actuator motor 106. For example, a duty cycle of one 

A monolithic data path electronics circuit 108 in- half for a control pulse nominally establishes a zero 
eludes pulse detector circuitry 110 for detecting flux driving current at the actuator motor 106. When the 
transitions and for converting the flux transitions into duty cycle exceeds one half, driving current in one 
digital transitions, a peak detector circuit 112 for detect- direction is generated and put out. When the duty cycle 
ing peak amplitudes of the flux transitions read (so that 40 is less than one half, driving current in the other direc-
the servo burst edge amplitudes may be obtained, for tion is generated and put out. Thus, the one half duty 
example), a phase locked loop 114 for separating flux cycle point marks the midpoint of the dynamic range of 
transitions into digital data streams, and a frequency the pulse width modulator 132. 
synthesizer 116. The pulse detector 110 includes AGC During track following operations of the drive 100, 
circuitry which is reset to the servo AGC level by 45 the A burst and C burst amplitudes are sequentially 
reading the AGC servo field 16 with each incoming applied to multiplexed inputs of an analog to digital 
servo sector. This resets the read channel to the proper converter element 142 of the microcontroller 140. The 
AGC level for servo burst amplitude after having been microcontroller 140 sequentially converts the burst 
set to a data AGC value while data was being read from edge analog amplitude values into digital values. Alter-
a data zone between the servo sector intervals 10. The 50 natively, and less preferably , a pulse amplitude differ-
frequency synthesizer 116 enables a number of different ence circuit (not shown) may be included to receive the 
read and write frequencies to be established thereby to A burst and C burst amplitudes and derive an analog 
support data zones having differing data transfer rates position error/difference value for quantization by the 
and data sectors, as shown in FIG. 6. Preferably, the microcontroller A to D 142. The A to D also receives 
monolithic circuit 108 is implemented as a type DP8491 55 the A burst edge amplitude and B burst edge amplitude 
made by National Semiconductor Corp., or equivalent. values during track seeking and settling mode and con-
This circuit operates on a single +5 volt power supply. verts those values into digital numbers, as explained 

Another monolithic chip 120 includes a run length above. 
limited encoder/decoder 120 for encoding and decod- The microcontroller 140 also directly controls the 
ing the data to and from l, 7 run length limited code. 60 spindle motor 13 through a spindle motor driver circuit 
Preferably, the encoder/decoder 120 is in accordance 144. Disk speed is monitored by the microcontroller by 
with commonly assigned U.S. Pat. No. 4,675,652, the timing the interval between each successive active 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference. The index sector 22. 
chip 120 also includes a data sequencer 124 and a buffer An EPROM 146 contains some of the program in-
memory controller 126. The data sequencer 124 and 65 structions which are executed by the microcontroller 
buffer memory controller 126 together manage data 140. Other access-time-sensitive instructions are con-
conversion between serial by word format and parallel tained within an on-board ROM within the microcon-
by byte format, actual storage and retrieval of user data troller 140 itself. The EPROM 146 is addressed over a 
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mid-order bus 147 directly from the microcontroller 
140 supplying address values for address bit positions 
AS through Al2. Low order address bit positions AO 
through A7, and high order address bit positions A13 
through AlS are supplied to the micro interface 128 5 
which demultiplexes them and supplies them over a bus 
148 to the EPROM 146. High order address bit posi
tions A13 through AlS are supplied over a bus 150 from 
the microcontroller 140 directly to the micro interface 
128. A bus 149 provides memory, address, and data 10 
values to the micro interface 128 and also to a SCSI 
interface circuit 152. 

A buffer data bus 154 connects the SCSI interface 
chip 152 to the RAM buffer memory array 156 and also 
to the buffer control circuit 126. Buffer memory ad- 15 
dresses are generated by the buffer control circuit 126 
and put out to the buffer memory array 156 over an 
address bus 158. A bus 160 provides an input/output 
path between the disk drive 10 and the host computing 
system (not shown). A termination 162 may be provided 20 
to provide suitable termination impedances to the bus 
lines 160 leading to the host computing equipment with 
which the drive 100 is operatively connected. 

With reference to FIG. 6, a presently preferred data 
zone arrangement is depicted which improves the effi- 25 
ciency of bit packing on the data surface 12 of the disk 
14. Other data zoning arrangements are clearly feasible. 
As is known, bit density is a function of relative velocity 
between the data transducer head 102 and the rotating 
disk surface 12. This relative velocity is the greatest at 30 
the radially outermost tracks, and is least at the radially 
innermost tracks. Each of the eight data zones ZO-Z7 
contains e.g. 117 concentric data tracks. 

An outermost region Sys of the data surface 12, e.g. 
comprising four data tracks, contains system informa- 35 
tion needed for operation of the disk drive subsystem 
10. The outermost data zone ZO includes 60 data sectors 
and has a raw data rate of 18.20 Mbps, a coded fre
quency of 27.29 MHz. This zone stores e.g. 7.13 mega-
bytes on both sides of the disk 14. 40 

The next zone Zl contains 55 sectors, has a raw data 
rate of 16.76 Mbps, a coded frequency of 25.14 MHz, 
and stores 6.53 megabytes. The third data zone Z2 con
tains 52 sectors, has a raw data rate of 15.41 Mbps, a 
coded frequency of 23.11 MHz, and stores 6.17 mega- 45 
bytes on both sides of the disk 14. The fourth data zone 
Z3 has 46 sectors, has a raw data rate of 14.00 Mbps, a 
coded frequency of 21.00 MHz and stores 5.45 mega
bytes on both sides of the disk. The fifth data zone Z4 
has 42 sectors, has a raw data rate of 12.80 Mbps, a SO 
coded frequency of 19.20 MHz, and stores 4.97 mega
bytes on both sides of the disk. The sixth data zone ZS 
has 38 sectors, has a raw data rate 11.64 Mbps, a coded 
frequency of 17.45 MHz, and stores 4.49 megabytes on 
both sides of the disk. The seventh data zone Z6 has 33 SS 
sectors, has a raw data rate of 10.13, a coded frequency 
of 15.20 MHz, and stores 3.89 megabytes on both sides 
of the disk. The eighth data zone Z7 has 30 sectors, has 
a raw data rate of 9.24. Mbps, a coded frequency of 
13.87 MHz and stores 3.53 megabytes on both sides of 60 
the disk 14. Several tracks inside of the eighth data zone 
having the characteristics of the inside zone Z7 are 
available for storage of system diagnostics and other 
values. The coded frequencies are synthesized by the 
frequency synthesizer 116 under the control of the mi- 6S 
crocontroller 140. 

All told, with the data zone arrangement shown in 
FIG. 6, a total of 42.17 megabytes may be stored on 

both sides of a single disk 14. Preferably, the disk 14 has 
a 2.5" diameter. By adjusting the raw data frequency 
with the data zones, flux changes per inch can be held 
fairly constant, e.g. ranging from a high of 35, 178 for ZO 
to a low of 31,990 for Z6. 

As is apparent from FIG. 6, the servo sector intervals 
10 occur at a regular rate, asynchronously with the data 
sectors of the data zones except at the index (marked by 
a wedge at the edge of the disk 14 in FIG. 6). There are 
preferably 52 servo sectors 10. The servo frequency is 
fixed at 16 MHz, so as to be somewhat below the high
est raw data rate. 

As shown in FIG. 7, each data sector 11 begins with 
a data sync field 13 which enables the timer circuit 130 
and PLL 114 to resynch to the zone data rate. Since 
each embedded servo sector operates at a constant 3T 
data rate, a data sync field 13 follows each servo sector 
as well, so that the read channel circuitry may resynch 
to the data rate following each servo sector interrup
tion. A data ID field 15 occurs at the beginning of each 
data sector and identifies the data sector to the 124. An 
ECC and tolerance gap 17 are also included at the end 
of each data sector 11. 

The referenced '004 patent describes a track seeking 
servo loop in FIG. 17 thereof, and a track following 
servo loop in FIG. 18. These loop structures are exam
ples of servo loops in which performance is enhanced 
by inclusion of absolute track position values during 
seeking and settling in accordance with the principles of 
the present invention. 

The microfiche appendix to this patent specification 
contains two assembler language (source code) pro
gram listings, a first listing labelled "SERVO" and a 
second listing labelled "SEEK" which is a routine 
called from the SER VO routine. 

To those skilled in the art many changes and modifi
cations will be readily apparent from consideration of 
the foregoing description of a preferred embodiment 
without departure from the spirit of the present inven
tion, the scope thereof being more particularly pointed 
out by the following claims. The descriptions herein 
and the disclosure hereof are presented by way of illus
tration only and should not be construed as limitations 
of the scope of the present invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for determining head position of a data 

transducer head relative to a selected one track of a 
multiplicity of concentric data tracks within a disk drive 
data storage device, the method including the steps of: 

providing at least one prerecorded servo sector 
within the data track, the servo sector including 
first occurring servo burst means being prere
corded with a predetermined servo burst magnetic 
flux transition pattern and having one longitudinal 
burst edge located substantially congruent with a 
track centerline of the said track, and having an
other longitudinal burst edge located substantially 
congruent with a track centerline of"a second track 
immediately adjacent to the said track, and second 
occurring servo burst means being prerecorded 
with the predetermined servo burst magnetic flux 
transition pattern for providing burst edges sub
stantially congruent with track boundaries of the 
said track; 

detecting the presence of the sector as it passes by the 
data transducer head, 

reading the first occurring servo burst means with the 
data transducer head to determine a peak ampli-
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tude value therefrom and recording a first burst 
peak amplitude value, 

comparing the first burst peak amplitude value with 
at least one predetermined reference burst ampli
tude value to establish whether the transducer head 5 
has passed along a linear portion of one of the said 
edges of the first occurring servo burst, and if so, 

determining from the recorded first burst peak ampli
tude the position of the data transducer head, and if 
not, 10 

reading the second occurring servo burst means with 
the data transducer head to determine a peak am
plitude value therefrom and recording a second 
burst peak amplitude value, 

determining from the recorded second burst peak 15 

amplitude value the absolute position of the data 
transducer head relative to the said track. 

2. The method for determining head position as set 
forth in claim 1 comprising the further step of determin-
. d · J"b · · h " b 20 mg unng a ca 1 ration routme t e re1erence urst am-
plitude value. 

3. The method for determining head position as set 
forth in claim 2 wherein the step of determining the 
reference burst amplitude value comprises the step of 

25 determining at least one amplitude equivalence point at 
a location radially between the first servo burst means 
and the second servo burst means. 

4. The method for determining head position as set 
forth in claim 3 wherein the step of determining at least 

30 
one amplitude equivalence point comprises determining 
a high amplitude equivalence point and a low amplitude 
equivalence point. 

5. The method for determining head position as set 
forth in claim 1 comprising the further step of determin- 35 
ing during a calibration operation the slope of each said 
edge by determining radial positional displacement of 
the data transducer head as a function of burst ampli
tude, and wherein the step of determining the position 
of the data transducer head is carried out further in 40 
relation to the said slope. 

6. The method for determining head position as set 
forth in claim 1 wherein the step of providing at least 
one servo sector within the data track further comprises 
the steps of providing a servo sector address mark field 45 
including a magnetic flux transition pattern prerecorded 
therein for identifying the start of a servo information 
pattern, providing a track number field including a 
magnetic flux transition pattern prerecorded therein for 
identifying the said one data track from among the 50 
multiplicity thereof; and, comprising the further steps 
of: 

reading the servo sector address mark field with the 
data transducer head to determine the start of the 
said servo information pattern, and 55 

reading the track number field to identify the said one 
data track from among the multiplicity thereof. 

7. The method for determining head position as set 
forth in claim 6 wherein the steps of providing a servo 
sector address mark field and a track number field are 60 
carried out prior to providing the first and second oc
curring servo burst means. 

8. The method for determining head position as set 
forth in claim 6 wherein the determined head position is 
added to a value obtained from the track number field 65 
of the said track, thereby to provide a number indicative 
of the track number of the said track and the position of 
the data transducer head within the said track. 

9. The method for determining head position as set 
forth in claim 8 wherein the track number of the said 
track is initially set to include a positional value indica
tive of track centerline position, and wherein the deter
mined head position is added to or subtracted from the 
positional value of track centerline position, thereby to 
provide the position of the data transducer head within 
the track. 

10. The method for determining head position set 
forth in claim 9 wherein the positional value is deter
mined to be a value which is one half of the data trans
ducer head position quantization resolution within the 
data track. 

11. The method for determining head position set 
forth in claim 10 wherein the said quantization resolu
tion within the data track is 32 increments, and wherein 
the positional value is 16. 

12. The method for determining head position set 
forth in claim 6 wherein the step of reading the track 
number field at the vicinity of a track boundary be
tween two adjacent ones of the said data tracks results 
in an ambiguity as to which data track is in closest prox
imity to the head, and comprising the further steps of: 

determining the radial velocity of the head relative to 
the multiplicity of data tracks during a track seek
ing operation, 

comparing determined radial velocity with a prede
termined reference velocity value, 

selecting a track number read by the data transducer 
head as an indicator of radial head position when 
the determined radial velocity is greater than the 
reference velocity value, 

performing the steps of reading the second occurring 
servo burst and determining from the recorded 
second burst peak amplitude the absolute position 
of the data transducer head, and 

correcting the track number read by the data trans
ducer head by reference to the recorded second 
burst peak amplitude. 

13. The method for determining head position set 
forth in claim 1 wherein a width of .the selected one 
track is greater than the width of the data transducer 
head, and further wherein the data transducer head 
experiences a dead zone range of radial movement with 
respect to a said burst such that burst amplitude read by 
the data transducer head from the said burst remains 
substantially constant as the data transducer head 
moves radially through the said dead zone range. 

14. The method for determining head position set 
forth in claim 1 wherein the steps of comparing the first 
burst peak amplitude with the predetermined reference 
burst amplitude value and reading the second occurring 
servo burst means are carried out, at least in part, con
currently. 

15. A high performance disk drive having a head 
position servo loop for positioning a data transducer 
head of the drive relative to a rotating data storage disk 
of the drive having at least one data storage surface 
having recorded thereon a pattern of embedded servo 
sectors, the servo sector pattern being radially wider 
than the effective radial head gap width of the data 
transducer head, the pattern including for a second 
concentric data track lying between a first track and a 
third track of a multiplicity thereof; a sector servo ad
dress mark field including a magnetic flux transition 
pattern prerecorded therein for identifying the start of 
the servo sector pattern; a track number field including 
a magnetic flux transition pattern prerecorded therein 
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for identifying the second data track from among the 
multiplicity thereof; a first occurring servo burst being 
prerecorded with a predetermined servo burst magnetic 
flux transition pattern and having one longitudinal burst 
edge located substantially congruent with a track cen- 5 
terline of the second track, and having another longitu
dinal burst edge located substantially congruent with a 
track centerline of a predetermined one of the first track 
and the third track, and second occurring servo bursts 
being prerecorded with the predetermined servo burst 10 
magnetic flux transition pattern for providing burst 
edges substantially congruent with track boundaries of 
the second track relative to the first track and the third 
track, the second servo bursts being recorded entirely 
within the boundaries of the first track and the third 15 
track and providing positional information via the head 
for use by the servo loop when positional information 
from the first servo burst is not available to the head as 
it passes over the pattern. 

16. The disk drive set forth in claim 15 wherein the 20 
sector patter further comprises for a track following 
servo mode of the servo loop a third occurring servo 
burst being prerecorded with the predetermined servo 
burst magnetic flux transition pattern and located spa
tially the third occurring servo burst has one longitudi- 25 
nal burst edge located substantially congruent with the 
track centerline of the second track and another longi
tudinal burst edge located substantially congruent with 
a track centerline of another of the the first track and 
the third track, so that positional information read from 30 
the first and third servo bursts by the head provide track 
centerline location information to the servo loop during 
the track following servo. 

17. The disk drive set forth in claim 15 wherein the 
data storage surface of the disk drive has a plurality of 35 
data zones of data tracks in which the data tracks 
thereof have predetermined data sector lengths and 
numbers and data transfer rates so as to render more 
optimal storage bit density and relative movement be
tween the head and disk surface, each servo sector 40 
being radially aligned throughout the extent of the data 
zones, and each servo sector including a servo sync 
field preceding the servo address mark field for syn
chronizing a read channel means of the disk drive in
cluding the data transducer head to the data rate of 45 
servo information included in the servo sector, and each 
servo sector being followed by a data sync field for 
resynchronizing the read channel means to the data rate 
of a particular data zone over which the data transducer 
head is passing. 50 

18. The disk drive set forth in claim 17 including a 
frequency-programmable frequency synthesizer means 
operating under control of a programmed microcon
troller means for programmably generating a plurality 
of coded frequencies for enabling the plurality of the 55 
data zones to to be read from and written at a data 
transfer rate selected for each zone. 

19. A method for determining a digital radial head 
position value within a disk drive including a rotating 
storage disk defining a data storage surface, a data trans- 60 
ducer head for reading and writing data from and to 
concentric data storage tracks on the storage surface, 
control electronics associated with the data transducer 
head and an actuator for moving the head and wherein 
each data track includes embedded sector servo infor- 65 
mation including a prerecorded track number and por
tions of a plurality of types of servo bursts having longi
tudinal burst edges, the method comprising the steps of: 

reading with the data transducer head the prere
corded track number from a track number field of 
a said embedded sector to determine radial head 
vicinity in relation to a said data track identified by 
the track number, 

determining the amplitude of a first type servo burst 
in the vicinity of the said data track identified by 
the track number, 

determining whether the amplitude indicates that the 
head is over a said burst edge thereof, and if so, 
selecting said burst edge by quantizing the ampli
tude read therefrom as a digital value, 

calculating a fine position vernier value relative to the 
said data track based upon the quantized digital 
value of selected burst edge amplitude, and 

adjusting the value of the track number by reference 
to the fine position vernier value thereby to pro
vide the digital radial head position value for the 
said track and sector. 

20. The method set forth in claim 19 wherein each of 
the plurality of servo bursts has a width greater than the 
width of a recording gap of the data transducer head, 
and wherein the data transducer head is radially posi
tionable within a dead zone with respect to a said servo 
burst, the servo bursts being arranged so that longitudi
nal edges of the first type of said plurality of bursts are 
aligned with dead zones of a second type of said plural
ity of bursts, the method comprising the further steps of: 

determining whether the amplitude of the first type 
servo burst indicates that the head is over a dead 
zone associated with the first type servo burst and 
thereupon switching to and determining the ampli
tude of the second type servo burst having an edge 
at least coextensive with the dead zone of the first 
type burst, and 

calculating the fine position vernier value relative to 
the said data track based upon the quantized value 
of the second type servo burst amplitude. 

21. The method set forth in claim 20 comprising the 
further steps of determining the velocity of the data 
transducer head as the actuator moves the head over 
data tracks during a track seeking mode of operation of 
the disk drive, selecting the prerecorded track number 
read by the data transducer head as positional informa
tion when said velocity is over a predetermined value, 
and selecting the quantized value of the second type of 
servo burst amplitude as the fine position vernier value 
when it is otherwise selected and when said velocity is 
below the predetermined value. 

22. The method set forth in claim 19 wherein the 
embedded sector servo information includes a repeating 
pattern prerecorded upon the data surface and includ
ing for a second concentric data track lying between a 
first track and a third track of a multiplicity thereof: a 
servo sector address mark field including a magnetic 
flux transition pattern prerecorded therein for identify
ing the start of the servo sector pattern; a track number 
field including a magnetic flux transition pattern prere
corded therein for identifying the second data track 
from among the multiplicity thereof; a first occurring 
servo burst being prerecorded with a predetermined 
servo burst magnetic flux transition pattern and having 
one longitudinal burst edge located substantially con
gruent with a track centerline of the second track, and 
having another longitudinal burst edge located substan
tially congruent with a track centerline of one of the 
first rack and the third track, and a second occurring 
servo burst being prerecorded with the predetermined 
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servo burst magnetic flux transition pattern for provid
ing burst edges substantially congruent with track 
boundaries of the second track relative to the first track 
and the third track the second servo bursts being re
corded entirely outside of the first track and the third 5 
track. 

23. The method set forth in claim 22 comprising the 
further step of performing a recalibration operation to 
determine a high amplitude equivalence value and a low 
amplitude equivalence value for the first and second IO 
servo bursts, and calculating a slope value for the edges 
of the first and second servo bursts. 

26 
field for synchronizing a master state machine means for 
controlling a read channel of the disk drive to the data 
rate of servo information included in the servo sector, 
and each servo sector being followed by a data sync 
field for resynchronizing the read channel to the data 
rate of a particular data zone over which the data trans
ducer head is passing. 

25. The method set forth in claim 24 wherein the disk 
drive eight zones of data tracks. 

26. The method set forth in claim 19 comprising the 
further step of determining during a seeking operational 
mode the number of tracks crossed between successive 
samples of embedded sectors, and limiting the steps of 
quantizing burst edge amplitude and calculating a fine 
position vernier value to a track crossing rate below a 
predetermined value. 

27. The method set forth in claim 26 wherein the 

24. The method set forth in claim 22 wherein the disk 
drive has a plurality of zones of d.ata tracks in which the 
data tracks thereof have predetermined data sector 15 
lengths and numbers and data transfer rates so as to 
render more optimal storage bit density and relative 
movement between the head and disk surface, each 
servo sector being radially aligned throughout the ex
tent of the data zones, and each servo sector including 

predetermined value is a track crossing rate of five 
20 tracks per servo sample. 

a servo sync field preceding the servo address mark * • * * * 
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